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invention relates to an exposure control device, and more particularly, to an exposure
control device for use in an image-pickup device such as a digital camera or video
camera. 2. Description of the Related Art Image-pickup devices such as digital cameras
and video cameras often include an exposure control device for controlling exposure and
an auto focus (AF) device for automatically setting an in-focus state. As one of the
exposure control devices for performing auto exposure (hereinafter referred to as “AE”),
there is a technique for calculating a value of exposure from a number of consecutive
captured images, selecting, from the number of consecutive captured images, a number
of consecutive images of a predetermined range of brightness or darker than a
predetermined brightness, and controlling an aperture based on the selected number of
consecutive images (see Unexamined Japanese Patent Application Publication No.
2003-176697). FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating a control circuit of an exposure
control device according to the related art. The control circuit generates a peak signal
when peak brightness is detected from an output of an image sensor, so as to obtain
exposure information. The control circuit then calculates a peak of brightness value from
the obtained exposure information, and calculates, from the calculated peak value,
exposure information including a shutter speed, an aperture number, an ISO sensitivity,
an exposure correction value, and an exposure level. The control circuit then calculates a
shutter speed for raising the exposure level to a predetermined level, an aperture number
for extending the shutter speed, and an ISO sensitivity for lowering the exposure to an
appropriate level in accordance with the exposure information calculated from the peak
value. The control circuit then controls the camera to perform the exposure. However, the
related-art control device described above performs an AE control in which the control
circuit for calculating the peak from the output of the image sensor is needed, as well as
an AE control in which no peak is obtained and an AE control in which the shutter speed is
extended to raise the exposure level to the predetermined level. Thus, in the related-art
exposure control device, an aperture setting, an ISO sensitivity setting, and an exposure
compensation need to be executed in two steps, resulting
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beta-1 download.Q: magento 2 - How can I create an attribute (e.g. Company Name) in the Customer
Import section I'm working on a "customer migration" using the CustomerImport process. The
problem I'm having is that my company's brand is "AAAA", and the dataflow lets me create them as
an attribute. But it comes up blank in the import tab, like so: So the question is: how do I make it so
that I can create an attribute in the product import (from a CSV)? I'm doing all this in Magento
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